Palomar Specialty Insurance Company
Palomar Specialty Insurance Company provides specialty insurance for personal and commercial property. Headquartered in La
Jolla, California, the company was founded in 2014 by a group of insurance veterans who recognized a need for customized
options in the specialty insurance market nationwide. Among other specialty lines of business, Palomar offers earthquake,
hurricane and flood products through an exclusive network of agents, brokers, wholesalers and program administrators.
Palomar Specialty is a m o d e r n a n d growing insurance provider that is building an extraordinary business around an
exceptional team of employees. As a result, Palomar is hiring at all levels of the organization and is seeking both experienced
insurance professionals and recent college graduates who are up to the challenge of helping build a modern and
differentiated insurance business. If you would thrive in a dynamic work environment where your contributions will be
recognized and rewarded, Palomar would like to talk to you about joining this collaborative and hard-working team.
Please send your resume with salary requirements to: hr@palomarspecialty.com
For more information about the company, visit www.palomarspecialty.com. No phone calls or agency solicitation please.
Palomar Specialty Insurance Company is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Palomar is currently seeking to fill the following position in its beautiful La Jolla office:

Project Manager Position Description:
We are seeking a Project Manager who will take ownership of the implementation of various operational initiatives, including
enhancing existing and developing new processes and technical solutions for all products. The ideal candidate will be a highly
organized individual who can work across all organizational divisions – including but not limited to Operations, Accounting,
Underwriting, Marketing, Technology, and Product/Business Teams – to accomplish specific projects. As the company continues
to advance its operational efficiencies through enhanced workflows and technology, the Project Manager will keep each specific
initiative or project on task and on time, as well as document all business processes. Projects can include developing applications
across the company’s lines of business, creating and automating required recurring reports, and similar related tasks specific to
each business team. Essential responsibilities revolve around an understanding of the organizational road maps and business
processes in conjunction with the expectations for executing operational milestones on time.
Requirements:
 4-year undergraduate bachelor’s degree – preferably in Business, Management, or related disciplines
 Solid understanding of project management methods, frameworks and processes: PMP or CAPM Certification desired but not required
 Insurance or Financial Services experience a plus
 Experience with Microsoft Office suite, including Access, Excel, PowerPoint and Outlook
 Experience with JIRA a plus
 Strong communication and collaboration skills
 Strong problem solving and analytical skills
 Proven ability to deliver quality results in a rigorous and dynamic business environment
 Highly organized, detail oriented, self-motivated, self-starter in a fast-paced environment with demanding internal and external
deadlines. A specific emphasis on punctuality, accuracy, and artifacts/documentation.
 Demonstrate a high level of competence in managing multi-disciplined projects
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 Must be adaptable to shifting priorities, demands and timelines through analytical and problem-solving capabilities
 Ability to work independently and meet deadlines
 Highly competent in handling multiple project timelines and deliverable cycles

Responsibilities include (but are not limited to):
 Gain a thorough understanding of all Palomar internal applications: Understand how all elements of the system software ecosystem
work together and develop approaches that fit the overall strategy
 Perform feasibility analyses, scope projects and work with the business teams to prioritize deliverables and identify gaps in process or
system
 Assess the risks of various solutions and prioritize competing business demands
 Prepare estimates and detailed project plans for all phases of the project; work to streamline steps and timelines needed to launch new
process or software solutions
 Create process documentation/mapping to fully encapsulate the business workflows and components for each project
 Coordinate technical aspects needed with the Technology and Business departments and ensure development, testing and production
releases are in line with desired timelines
 Discuss, assess and document business, function or product requirements
 Create and maintain project plans reflecting current open items and progressing statuses
 Meet regularly with senior management to prioritize pipeline initiatives and provide project status updates; report on project progress
and success through-out the project’s lifecycle
 Work with business functional leads and Technology to implement improved process and new software partner solutions
 Conference call and meeting coordination, including documenting agendas and minutes
 Interact with accounting and underwriting teams to identify preferred reporting requirements and workflows
 UAT coordination and oversight, assisting business teams in creating test cases, tracking feedback and managing testing timelines
 Continuously document and share decisions agreed upon and pending open items with relevant parties to ensure overall seamless
implementations
 Show strong business and technical judgment that will accelerate time to market of releases, while incrementally moving our
services towards the long-term vision
 Interacting with Business SMEs, BA Development Teams, Accounting, Product Managers, and Underwriters as required.
 Various other Project Management initiatives as assigned

Salary:
Competitive salary that is commensurate with individual experience.

Benefits and Compensation:
Palomar Specialty Insurance Company offers competitive salaries, ongoing professional development and a comprehensive
benefits package, including: Medical, Dental, Vision, Company-paid Life and AD&D Insurance, Company-Paid Long-Term
Disability benefits, 401(k) Retirement Savings Plan (with company matching), Paid Time Off and Paid Holidays. Paid parking.
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